Always a pool Party!
Mia was at Broward County Animal Care
and Control suffering from Severe
Demodectic Mange.
She had a high fever, secondary skin
infection from mange, double ear infections
and was miserable.
She became a RTR pup and immediately
received treatment and started feeling
better!!!
Mia with her big brother Ty!
They love to swim in the pool together, play
fetch and snuggle under their blankets!
Melanie Malanowski (RTR Board Member
and Florida Lead) Adopted Mia.

Pauley was adopted from Miami Dade
Animal Shelter (MDAS) last year (2014) as
a healthy dog. He was brought back to
MDAS as a "stray" the other day in this
horrific condition. Pauley's face is covered
in open sores, scabs, and is infected to the
point that he cannot open his eyes, his entire
body is covered with painful open sores, and
his feet are swollen.
Unfortunately, the best thing that could have
happened to Pauley was finding his way
back to the shelter so we could find him! He
is currently getting immediate medical care
and lots of love. This poor boy has clearly
suffered in the past, but will know nothing
but love from here on out.
Pauley was suffering from Sever
Demodectic mange which was left untreated
and resulted in ulcers in both eyes.
Pauley is recovering and LOVES to PLAY!
He is the sweetest pup ever!

Bookie & Lilly From
MDAS

Bookie and Lily were "stray" puppies at Miami
Dade Animal shelter brought in with this
condition already so severe. This brother and
sister duo are only 4 months old. Bookie and
Lily have a very extreme case of untreated
demodex and ear infections which has resulted
in total hair loss, sores all over their body which
are infected, and swollen paws. They were also
covered in ticks which our amazing volunteers
took the time to take each one off. Tonight, they
have a warm bed to sleep and a foster mom to
love them. They will undergo months of
treatment before they are healthy again, but we
will spare nothing to ensure their happiness from
here on out.

Patrick From MDAS Found in A
Trash Can..
From Trash to Treasure!

Patrick was found in a trash can in Miami
and then left at MDAS with SEVERE
medical issues. Demodectic Mange, his tail
is fractured, and he has trouble walking and
sitting due to possible injury to hind
leg. Also, the right side of his head is
swollen with an injury to his orbital. His
injuries are thought to possibly be from
being used as a bait dog.
to: http://www.examiner.com/article/abusedand-neglected-puppy-found-trash-can-miami
Once his mange started to heal up, he has
had is ACL surgery completed.

Dutches! Saved from MDAS

Dutches, a 4 month old terrier mix, was saved
from the Miami Dade Animal Shelter on Sept.
30, 2015. She has a severe case of demodex and
skin infections from lack of treatment. Mange is
something that is very treatable and can be
caught early on. Unfortunately, there was no one
to care for Dutches and now her skin condition
has caused her pain. Her mouth was also
covered in Papilloma’s. Her treatment will span
over the course of a few months, but we are
confident she can make a full recover! Despite
her condition she is a sweet and happy girl and
so grateful to be out of the shelter. She will
know nothing but love from here on out.
We never thought she would be dark brindle!

Cookie & Trina! Last call West Palm
Beach Pups!
Cookie and Trina were surrendered to West
Palm Beach, FL animal control recently. They
both have severe demodectic mange, ear
infections and secondary skin infections from
scratching. These girls are extremely sweet and
grateful to be safe! They will need to be treated
for their medical conditions before we can have
them vetted and find their forever homes. Their
treatment will span over a few months, but they
will make a full recovery.
Trina ended up having to have entropion surgery
in one eye.

Sparrow!!!!
Welcome Sparrow to Ruff Start Rescue!!! No
more pain, you will only feel love from now
on!!
Needless to say our vet and his amazing staff
cleared their schedule to perform surgery on our
boy tomorrow!
See below, this was from the shelter, 24 hours to
respond:
URGENT!
Sparrow is a 4 yr. old male mixed breed that
weighs only 20 pounds. He was brought in today
as an injured stray with a severed rear foot. No
one knows exactly what happened to him, but
his foot appears to have been like this for some
time. In fact, there doesn’t seem to be much
feeling left in that area. There is obvious bone
exposure, and it seems that his leg may need to
be amputated.
**Sparrow was adopted in FL now has a
brother Cane that was adopted from the
shelter!!!***

Maxie from Broward County!
Maxie was lethargic and is having difficulty
breathing so we brought her to the vet to see
what was going on. We pulled her from the
shelter and she had been spayed the same day,
three days later she was still acting very
lethargic so we knew something was not
right. She has 1/3 of her lung capacity working
right now and the vet believes that when the
shelter spayed her she aspirated. She is now in
the vet clinic on IV fluids, IV antibiotics, and a
breathing machine. They will be doing x-rays to
see the damage to her lungs and a prognosis if
she will gain her lung function back. We will do
WHATEVER it takes to get this little 10-pound
girl healthy, comfortable and into her loving
forever home!
**Maxie is now Bailey happy and healthy in
her forever home in New England! She loves
to play outside!

Lalo Emancipated could barely walk!

Lalo was saved from Miami Dade Animal
Shelter, a high kill shelter in the heart of Miami.
This poor boy is severely emaciated, has ticks,
and has clearly endured much neglect. Lalo is 3
years old and weighs only 35 lbs... he should
weigh about 80 lbs. at this age. He is now safe
with Ruff Tales Rescue, we will nurture him
back to health and ensure he receives the love
and attention he deserves.

The airplane was canceled so the RTR girls
came up with plan B! With so many special
dogs with homes waiting… they traveled
from FL to New England in a Van with us to
make sure we made it SAFELY after all we
had been through!
As you can see I enjoyed the ride!

Lalo will enjoy the rest of his life with his
Daddy in New England with a couch of his
own!

CHARLIE BROWN!! From West Palm Beach-Last
Call!
Charlie Brown is positive for demodex, he has
probably lived in a kennel most of his life as his
feet are very flat and extremely swollen and
sore all he wanted to do was get in my lap and
hide his feet. He crouches when he walks which
is likely due to being in a small cage for an
extended period of time. He has multiple sites
of skin infection including the one that is
wrapped, they are calling it a pressure sore but
he is also chewing on himself because he itches
so badly. He has a big belly assuming it is
because of worms which we started treatment
for tonight. All of his bones stick out his skin,
pelvic bones, ribs, you can even see it in his
face. 90% of his body is missing hair, red and
inflamed with bumps and sores on him. He has
been on an antibiotic SMZ TMP but that Shelter
does not treat for Demodex which is the
underlying problem, therefore that's why it is so
bad at this point.

***Charlie Brown was adopted in New England
and now has two little human siblings to care
for!!**

We are Dedicated to saving the
Hearts of Rosie and Simba!!!!
Rosie was adopted as a puppy from West

Simba was at MDAS-He was found with his
front leg mangled… the shelter amputated it
but the poor baby has Heartworms too. When
seen at the clinic he also had a staph infection
from where they had neutered him. Well our
wonderful veterinary clinic and staff fixed that
right up and now he is undergoing heartworm
treatment. Then this tripod will find the best
home ever!

Palm Beach animal shelter…. A year later
returned, with Heartworms, hookworms and
ear infections. The family that had adopted her
said they didn’t have the time to spend with
her….
She is undergoing Heartworm Treatment and
then will find the most amazing home that love
her and her new heart forever!

Comet!!!
This guy was at MDAS, skinny scared and alone.
Someone had cut his ears off and because he
was hiding in the back of the kennel no chance
he was getting out. Then he came down with
kennel cough and RTR could not let this boy go!

It is not goodbye… it is because I
love you!

Comet now Cooter in his forever home
now… I am pretty sure he loves his human
and furry siblings!

Bailey Saved from MDAS!
Chocolate! Saved from WPB Shelter-Very
scared at first……

Bucky!!! Saved from MDAS!
Perla! Saved from WPB shelter-very
scared at first….

Winnie! Saved from
Broward County Shelter!

Jessie- she was a last call Kennel Cough pup at
WPB shelter, someone stepped up to foster
her now she is in her forever home in New
England!

Lazarro-Saved from MDAS!

Nellie-Saved from WPB! She was hiding
under the bed in the shelter scared! Now
she lives in Style!

Raider! Broward County fearful puppy! 5
minutes out of the shelter he was a happy
loving boy!

Randy- MDAS last call…. He has scars on his
neck where he had been tied up with a rope
imbedded in his neck. He will know nothing
but love for now on!

Zimba- This boy was rescued in Miami by
another Florida rescue just to end up at WPB
shelter on the last call list. What a playful
happy boy!

Bill- Found himself alone and dirty at MDAS,
after a nice bath and a haircut once an RTR
pup he was feeling so much better!

Amanda our President has a thing for
wieners…. ANY wiener will do! Small.. old.
fat… sick… so we have learned in Florida that
we will take any wiener!!!!

Nemo was an old doxie left at WPB shelter
When he was brought into his foster home in FL
he would not crate, he barked, he sat by the
front door when all the dogs came out and
almost ‘hid’ once the coast was clear he would
come back out. He photo bombed all the
pictures with the Pitbull’s!! Candace, one of the
volunteers called him a ‘spy’.
When the place canceled and Melanie drove to
New England with the Dogs, she showed up
with Nemo expectantly!!! Well Nemo found the
perfect home in New England and will never
have to worry or try to spy again!

Nemo the ‘spy’ the only one that doesn’t really
care what is about to hit the floor in the
kitchen!

Nemo! Enjoying is trip from Florida to MA!!!
SURPRISE!!!!

Now Nemo can relax in his forever home… he
is retired and enjoying it!

Galaxy! Galaxy was found on the streets in
Miami and arrived in style…. His own
private flight to get him to RTR!!!

He found his Forever home in New
England and is now named Lucky!

He was definitely the hit at
Melanie’s work!!!

Lizzie was at WPB had a ‘skin issue’ after a
good bath and grooming we realized it was
just from fleas…… she also had a toenail that
curled around and was embedded in her paw.

Sweet Pea!!! Enough Said! From WPB Shelter

Little William was at Broward Shelter adopted
and returned because he had issues with his
teeth! RTR got me safe!!! Pulled all my bad
teeth, got me healthy and I found my mom!!!

Jackson-Saved from Broward County
Shelter!

Jack!!!!! Saved from WPB shelter! He was a
Rock star in Florida and found his forever
home in New England!

Sweet Sammy, From WPB. Sweet as can be.

Linda…. She was unnoticed and depressed at
MDAS.. RTR brought her in and when the vet
spayed her, she had been pregnanat. She was
sad a few days bus quickly her foster mom
cheered her up and now she is happily ever
after in New England!

Tucker!!! What a cutie!!! From MDAS… he
is a mess. a hot mess!!! Good thing his family
in New England loves him so much he goes to
training!!! Little dude with some
personality!!

Simon, was saved from WPB
shelter, when he came out to meet
me (Melanie) he tried to bite me!!!
Well once he left the building he left
his anger behind! Found his family
in New England! (He was one of the
wieners for Amanda!)

Fabio!!! Miniature Doxie!!!

I don’t think he wanted to go to the vet….

Larry!!! Another Doxie from WPB
that tried to bite Melanie!!! Good
thing they leave that at the shelter!
He became loving Larry!!!

People ask how I send all my dogs to New
England??? This is WHY and HOW!!

Casper, English Bulldog… from
MDAS with an attitude and some
medical issues… luckily the attitude
stayed in Miami and we will figure
the rest out!

Espy! Dumped at MDAS..
Beautiful sweet Boxer.

Tank.. another beautiful Boxer
Boy… Dumped at Broward County
Shelter!

Tank thinks Freedom Rides are the
BEST!

Duke!!! I was MDAS when the New
England girls were visiting Florida!
Thakfully my good looks got me
out!

Thelma was at WPB shelter with a
skin condition, ended up just being
an allergic reaction, the girls from
New England were in Florida and
had been at the shelter bathing dogs
and fell in love with her!

Mason!! I was at MDAS too when
the girls were visiting from New
England!

Miley had found herself very scared
at Broward Shelter…now she is in
her forever home in New England
with her human siblings!

Little Chewey was found on the streets of
Miami and after a good bath, haircut… a
visit to the vet, they thought he had heart
issues.. he was able to catch his plane and
find his forever home!

Chucky was at MDAS and the
shelter had labeled him as
‘aggressive” we see that way too
much… Truth of the matter is that
the shelter is a SCARY place! Dogs
are fearful and once out they are as
sweet as can be!

I think Chucky now Wrigley is just
quite happy in his home with his
brother in New England!

Some of the Forever
Floridians!!!!
Although most of our dogs go to New
England within our rescue to find their
forever homes… some just don’t want to
brave the cold weather!]

Little Honey was adopted in Florida too!
Melanie brought her to work with her
and one of the girls that worked there fell
in love! Honey was saved from WPB…

Sadie Mae was one of them! She was able
to get out of Broward Shelter because a
foster stepped up. Well her son fell in
love with Sadie and adopted her!!!!
She now has her passport-flies on a
private plane to the Bahamas and goes to
work with her daddy every day!

Little Charlie Min Pin was scared at
MDAS…. We got him out for a special
adopter in Miami!

Little Tucker was found on the streets of
Miami. his cuteness and his spots got him
scooped up by his
fosters daughter!!!

THOR!!!!
Thor was at WPB shelter… he had a scar
around his muzzle he had been an owner
surrender with a past he obviously
wanted to forget!

I think some dogs come into your life just
to make you SMILE! Thor was a
swimmer! Three tennis balls in that boy’s
mouth!

Quite the Lady’s man Thor was in
FL…..

When it was time to say goodbye…
He jumped up in the plane ready to
go!

He even swam well with others! He would
collect 30 balls out of the pool!

**Yes.. my team made sure that he
went to his forever home in New
England with his own pool!

Samantha was a sweet little girl
saved from WPB shelter… she
loved selfies!

Maya was saved from MDAS…. Had a
huge growth on her foot… our
awesome vet clinic removed the tumor
and she is now in her forever home in
New England! Forever Grateful!!

Little Raviena was saved from
WPB shelter… sweet little girl that
just needed to come out of her shell!

Serena was saved from WPB
shelter, she was last call from WPB
because she had KC. We could not
let this puppy die!! She is now in
her forever home in New England.

Piper.. she was at WPB shelter with
her puppies.. someone else rescued
her puppies and she came down
with KC.. we could not let this
sweet girl die because of a cold!

KNOX-sweet knox…. From WPB
shelter.

Dixon was saved right before being
surrendered to MDAS by the RTR
girls!! Look at that under bite!!!

Oscar was from WPB shelter.. here
he is in his forever home in New
England! This boy has a ball
obsession!

Gucci, From WPB Shelter.. what a
handsome sweet baby! Before he
left Florida he learned to swim in
his foster home with his foster
siblings!!

Gucci now Oliver!!!

MooMoo
Was at MDAS she had had puppies and
she was left behind, she had saggy
nipples.. dirty and her hair matted. A
little bit of love and a good bath and she
was nothing but a happy girl!!!

Batman!!!! Saved from MDAS, very
scared boy until his foster mom gave
him so much love he could not resist!

FOSTERING SAVES LIVES!!!
People ask how we do it. How do you let
them go??? Especially our dogs go from
Florida to New England. Well I will tell
you HOW and WHY!
We have AMAZING fosters, that have
become friends to get our dogs on the
other side.
Here is Bella with her foster mom in FL..
Bella was found on the streets had been
overbred and was very unsure of people.
It was not easy to send her to New
England….

When you foster and your personal
dogs help foster, the love it too!!
They are excited for their new
playmate!!!!

But when she arrived……. It was only
LOVING arms to meet her and make
sure she felt loved and secure. Her Foster
sister in New England was ready and
waiting to, to comfort her and urge her to
play.

I think Skylar should get foster
sibling of the year!

REMI
There are the ones that you will
always think about….. never forget.

From the Beginning, Ty my Dog
took Remi under his wing and
showed her the ropes.

She and Ty loved playing with the
tennis balls together!

Ty taught Remi so much.. including
the art of getting tucked in.

Remi was saved by a friend of mine that
saw her living outside in a crate.
abandoned.

And when it is time to say
goodbye…… They always seem to
reassure you that they are ‘ok’ you
have prepared them for this journey…
you have raised them to be the best
pup that they can be! They are ready
to go so the next one can take their
spot.
It is not without tears, but you stay
strong until they are loaded and in the
air. Happy life my love you have your
own family now.

Harold and Sadie!!!
Not every foster is EASY….
With an awesome team you don’t
give up, you support each other,
you work though it and when that
foster finally finds their forever
home it is the most amazing feeling.
I have to say that being on the
Southern side of rescue I see a lot of
dogs with behavioral issues straight
from the shelter that usually work
themselves out or we work it out
before they travel.
My Northern team is so dedicated
that they don’t give up!!! Reach out
put in what they have to, whatever
is best for the dog!
Harold and Sadie were both from
WPB Shelter.
They were both a challenge for
their foster parents in New England
but they all stuck it out and helped
these two special pups find their
forever homes!!!!

Layla was found on the streets of
Miami. She had heartworms and
the RTR team made sure she was
taken care of so she could travel to
New England and meet her forever
family that would take her to the
beach so she could swim!!!!

Layla found her happily ever
after!!!

Jade!!!! Poor Jade… ended up at
MDAS very scared and dirty!!!
Covered in fleas and ticks and
scared of people!!!

Mina was adopted and then
returned to MDAS, which is not
good for a pup! What an amazing,
sweet, loving and calm pup!!!

Well after a bath, some love and
trust look at this love!!!!

Little Henry was at WPB shelter, in
need of his teeth taken care of and
someone to snuggle with.

Sometimes that first adoption isn’t
really the right one… Thankfully
the RTR family opens their arms
back up to make sure that the pup
is happy and taken care of!!!

Kucha!!!
Kucha was originally intercepted at
MDAS before the owner was about
to surrender. She traveled to NE
where she was adopted and then 6
months later her adopters changed
their minds…… well Kucha is
family so she came back and now
has another chance!! Once family,
always family!

Little Spark from WPB shelter,
well it took him a few times too…

Tuffy!!!!
He was at WPB Shelter and had
actually left with a KC foster, that
is a 2-week foster while he
recovered from KC, he had escaped
his foster home and roamed the
streets for a while. I fell in love
with him volunteering for
playgroup at the shelter of course
after he had been found. I scooped
him up! It took him a few days to
warm up to us… but then he was
the most playful happy boy!!!
Happy Tales Tuff Tuff!

Happy from MDAS, well he fit his
name!!!

Jack! Jack was from MDAS.. the
sweetest smile……….

Paddington!!!!!!
When the girls were visiting Florida
from New England poor
Paddington was at the shelter with
a horrific hernia!! We were at WPB
shelter and we were his last chance.
Well thankfully we said YES!
He was nicknamed ‘butt boy’ at the
vet clinic where they all loved him
so much!!!
Paddington had surgery to repair
his hernia and was adopted in New
England and is the happiest boy
ever!!

SELFIES!!!!!

The best ever is getting selfies from
My volunteers while I am at work
or away!!!!!!

I, Melanie may have an obsession
with Boxers!!!!!
Georgia… lived most of her life in
someone’s backyard, they asked if
we would take her. OF
COURSE!!!!! SHE IS A
BOXER!!!!

Lilly from WPB- with scars that she
forgot about the day she joined the
RTR family!!!

Roscoe!!!!!! From MDAS!

Sometimes they just
need a ride to Safety!!!!!!

They always know they are SAFE!

Cindy was at MDAS, severly
emanciated, you could see every
bone in her body….. I swear she
slept for 4 days….

Sarge was a sad old doxie that was
overweight, skin issues, thyroid
issues, left at WPB shelter covered
in ticks. He had to stay at the vet
clinic for daily treatments and
baths… that is when one of the vet
techs fell in love with him.. and yep
adopted!!!

Clyde, little Clyde was at WPB
shelter when a volunteer for RTR
was there to save the day.. he also
was adopted in Florida.

Little Luna From WPB!
Little Cody from WPB!

Little Cody 2 from WPB!

Freddy from WPB!

Little Bentley- WPB was in terrible
pain when he ate because he teeth
were so bad… not anymore!

Gracie and Fanny from WPB who
ever said you couldn’t find purebreeds at the shelter?

Sweet little Fanny was dumped by a
breeder at the shelter…

Fanny and Lulu… Lulu was from
MDAS, she had a huge lump in her
belly, ended up she was almost
septic from her uterus being
infected. Once again my vet clinic
stayed on a Friday night and saved
this little girl!

Pepper!!!!!
I fell in LOVE with Pepper
volunteering at WPB shelter in
Playgroups… well an itty bitty
pittie that everyone wanted she was
adopted and returned to the shelter
not once, but twice. When dogs are
adopted from the shelter and not
allowed time to adjust especially
when introduced to other dogs,
ONLY the dog suffers… Luckily I
was there that day she was returned
and they were going to euthanize
her.
She is now in her MOST PERFECT
home in New England! Quite the
poser with the Christmas Tree!

Baby!!!! She was at WPB Shelter;
another one I fell in love with at
playgroup! She squinted and found
out she needed Entropion
Surgery… both eyes. Well the
amazing vet clinic did it again!!!
Look at this happy Baby!!

MEATBALL!!!!
He was found not too far from
where I live in Florida and no
owner ever came forward… the
people that found him fell in love
and asked us to help! Of course!!!
Look at that face!!!

Lola!!!
Lola was a last call Demodectic
mange puppy at WPB Shelter…
OMG what a sweet beautiful girl!
Now living the life with her mom in
New England!
She was just a pup!

With so much love to give!

Ty and Lola… My Ty always loves
the girls!

Lila was saved off the streets in
Miami…. Luckily for Lila her
forever home in New England loved
her so much that they ended up
having to do surgery and a lot of
physical therapy on her hips!
Being found on the streets as on
older GSD that is the best thing that
could have happened to her!

Ollie was at WPB shelter with some
socialization issues. Luckily a
volunteer offered to bring him
home and work with him! Then
they agreed to foster for RTR until
he could transport to New
England!!! Look at that face!

Little Gizmo from WPB Shelter!!!
The girls at the clinic named him
without seeing him first!!!! Wow!!!
Perfect name for the cutest pup!!!

Lucky-2 Sometimes you are speechless…
A little itty bitty puppy at MDAS, burned
paws, full of ticks, emancipated, full of
hookworms, roundworms and
whipworms. Dirty covered in his own
feces…
But OMG that under bite and sweet
disposition!!! Everyone that meets him
falls instantly in love!!!
He will never ever want for anything ever
again! This boy will be spoiled the rest of
his life!

Sometimes they come to you to help
them cross the bridge..
Kiki….. was left to die at MDAS, he
spent the last few weeks of his life in
Florida enjoying the sunshine. RIP
my love.

Kissy…. Sometimes I wonder WHY!
Why would MDAS send out a rescue plea
for a dog that cannot get up, cannot walk
and is obvious had severe neurological
issues and is in pain? Well at least she
crossed the bridge with people that cared
about her, even if it was a short time. We
held her and petted her and spoke softly
as she passed….

Yin… also from MDAS. His final
days he was able to feel the breeze
in his face and some fresh air!

Max!!!!
Dedication to a pup is an
understatement here…. Max was
with another Rescue in New
England and they were going to
give up on him. Amanda could not
let him die…. She had put in a year
of fostering him. Misunderstood,
insecure… Max is safe with RTR.
Actually… he came to Florida for a
FRESH START!!!

Christian…. Sweet little blue pittie
baby Christian.
Pulled into the rescue to Honor
Amanda’s brother who had passedMy pack of pups and I had the
honor to save this boy from the
streets and get him ready for his
forever home.
I would have to say one of the most
difficult goodbyes. Luckily I get to
see updates of him in his forever
home!!

Christians Forever Family!!!

Bernie was saved from the Rockpits
in Florida, a dumping ground for
dogs. You can read his article in
the examiner. The first picture I
saw of him I fell in love with his
sweet eyes….. You are safe and will
be forever loved!

Sometimes you have to carry them
in!!!!!

I Have an AMAZING Vet Clinic!!!!

Another amazing surgery!

They put up with so much from
me….. But they ALL love the dogs
so much!!!! I could not save so
many without them!!

Dr. Cole fell in love with Sumo who
was dumped at the clinic!
It takes a village… love and
support…

LAST CALL LUCKY FROM
MDAS!!!!
A group of girls were in Florida
vesting the shelters and we were
about to head out when they came
in and said to blast Lucky Last call
with an injured leg. Amanda had
gone back to see him and he had
been in the run with another dog
that was trying to hump him… non
weight bearing on his front leg.
Well….. we took him home… Look
at that smile in Amanda’s lap in the
parking lot!! He didn’t care that
Melanie had locked her keys in the
tahoe and we were stuck!!! He Was
safe! He always had the biggest
smile on his face!!!
Even after two surgeries to repair
his leg!!

Lucky in his forever home!

BlackieI was asked to help get the cruelty
case dogs out at WPB Shelter to get
better pictures of them. Well that is
when I met Blackie…. Terrified in
his run… I laid down, I tossed
treats at him, I left came back, left
again, came back… he decided I
may be ok. He let me put a leash on
him and we went out for a photo
shoot!!!
Well then the case was up and
Blackie’s time was up…. I brought
him home and gave him time to
warm up. He hung out with my
pack of dogs and learned how to
swim! Play with tennis balls… He
started to trust people.

Patience is Key when you want to
earn Trust.

Look at the perfect heart on his
chest!

Finally, safe and can relax.

Loved the pool party with my
pups!!!
He was part of my pups that I drove to
New England after the plane
canceled….. I knew that I had done all
I could and it was his time to find his
own family!

They all teach you something…….

Tigre!
Tigre was at the WPB shelter and
was pulled by Paws for Patriots for
their service dog program… he
didn’t quite make the cut. We
couldn’t let him go back to the
shelter so he joined RTR!

Harley!
Harley was a Last Call KC dog at
WPB shelter… Once we got him
out he had some issues we had to
work though…. Luckily with the
help of WOOF Dogs in Florida we
did just that!! Now he has his own
family in New England!

Harley LOVED being at the
training center!!

Potter was brought to WOOF Dogs
for puppy training and then the
owners decided they wanted to give
up. He was a STAR student!
Shay asked if I would take him into
rescue… Of course!!!
Such a smart loving pup!!

Potter and his forever family!

DUKE!!!
Poor Duke was at MDAS with a leg
injury and last call for rescue was
sent out! Well a foster stepped up
and we were able to save this sweet
boy. He has seen the specialist and
is femur is shattered… he is at the
clinic having surgery and we will
take the best care of him!

More Pictures to come of this boy
as he recovers.

JOJO!!!! Looking for his Forever
HOME!!!!
Pure Boxer Bulldog LOVE!

Jojo is a 3 year old love waiting to
find his family!

Some of our AMAZING
Supporters!!

Sometimes there is a foster ‘fail’…
the foster knows from Day one that
the pup is home!!
Rusty.. little guy in the back with
his pack in New England!

Mad Max! I was contacted by the
family that was fostering Max for
the shelter for KC, they asked that
we would take him into rescue as
they hated to see him go back to the
shelter. Well then they decided
they wanted to make him a
permanent addition to their
family!!! From WPB.

Sweet rosie… Saved from MDAS.
Her New England foster fell in love
with her… and she is home!!

Sweet Rosie.. I love when they sleep
smile!

G-Dog!!!! Another Foster fail…
Well Guarjario..aka Guava..
(because none of us could say or
spell his name) Now Rocco!!!
There is no question that I have a
soft spot for the pup in the corner
scared to death… even if they are
trying to bite! Have you been to the
shelter? Especially MDAS? 400
plus dogs barking… people poking
at you, no rest… Well they usually
are the BEST pups when they get
out and start to come into their own
personality.
Rocco is a special boy and in his
home with his fur sibling definitely
spoiled!

There are dogs that you meet that
have such a bad past you can only
imagine what they have been
through…… but you have to focus
on their future! Sometimes their
future requires a trainer!!! Oh and
patience!!!
Miggy!!!!! Amanda fell in love with
his one ear up missing a chunk of
it.. poor baby. All signs led us to
believe that he was used as a ‘bait
dog’. He spent a lot of time with
trainers in Florida and New
England and is in an amazing foster
home that is helping him and
dedicated to finding him the perfect
home!

There are the pups that have a
mind of their own!!!

Little Alfie and Laney… Last Call
WPB pups… Alfie has demodectic
mange…..

Terry!! We pulled from MDAS
when the girls from New England
were here in Florida and we had an
event at FAU… the little tird took
off and live on campus for about
three weeks!!!!!! One day……. He
just walked up to a guy that was
landscaping!!!!
Well….. something good came of it!
That is when I made a lot of friends
with the FAU students that went to
school there and now have help!!
Luke from MDAS.. such a sweet
scruffy!!

I volunteer at the Shelter In WPB
when I can… it has helped me learn
dogs personalities… without doing
this there are dogs that would have
never been safe…

Sometimes it is not easy though… and
they don’t make it out. The shelter
environment can be too much on them….
But as a volunteer you say goodbye…….
We can’t save them all, but we can try,
and when we can’t you have to do the
right thing.

I fell in LOVE with Pepper
volunteering at playgroup! Luckily
I was there when the adopter
returned her to the shelter, she was
then going to be euthanized! Not
today my love!! Freedom!

PUPPIES!!!! My friends Masha
and Derrick fostered puppies for
the shelter (WPB) because they
were so young. When they were old
enough we pulled three into rescue,
to be sure they would never be
returned to the shelter!
ABBY-MOLLY & COLE!!!!!!
Love when they go to their NE
foster and have KIDS!!!

MY CRAZY PACK!!!!

Ty is happy to have a little sister to
blame EVERYTHING on!

Daisy!!! You have to have someone
in charge! The Boss!

They let me dress them up…

I make them soft blankets and tuck
them in at night….

Ty was a sick puppy… why I am
always a softy for the demodectic
namge pups.

Dontay! My challenging one….has
taught me patience… well maybe.

They love to snuggle……

Dontay is happy with a job! Frog
retrieval from the pool!

Make me laugh…..

Lucy is the special pup that doesn’t really
like all dogs… but she loves her pack!
Especially her brother’s!

And most of all….. they put up with new
dogs invading their house all of the time
and my attention. That is ok, they love it,
they are all rescued too!!!

I could not do this without help… I am
very lucky to live in a great neighborhood
and near a college!!!

Madi and Ty!

Isabelle puppy love….

I love when Jen comes to visit! So
do the pups!

Richie loves to RUN!! Thankfullyso do the pups that come through
here!

Pauley loved the Christmas Party!!

Getting ready to travel from FL to MA!

I know when Marc walks in my house
because everyone is excited! He walks
around and says hi to all the pups and
gives them treats!

When I traveled to New England to
deliver the pups I was able to see Charlie
Brown! He lived with me for 9 months… I
saved him on my Birthday. a present to
me. I think when I saw him again, he
remembered me!

My dogs Travel in Style…. To their
New Foster homes..

They get them safely to New England
Where I know my friends are there to
welcome them with open arms.
Chelsea even plays country music in
the car because that is what they are
used to at my house!

I am VERY Lucky…. To have
them because they are shipping
the MOST PRESCIOS CARGO!!!

I have met the bestest of friends
in my dog crazy ventures…
Luckily they support my crazy!

Candace and Cane!! “Candy
Cane” I met Cane in playgroup…
fell in love! Luckily that day she
made me go back so she could
meet him and adopt him!

Happy sometimes she makes me get
dressed up and go out…….

But then we come home to
this………Maybe we should have
hired a dog sitter!!!

I have A LOT of people to
THANK! Hopefully you are in this
somewhere… if not you will be!
This page is to the ones that I drive the
craziest on a day to day basis and
wouldn’t be here without them!

My Boss, because I love my job!
Also, he puts up with the dog crazy!

My parents, for me moving to FL.

My VET! That has become such a great
supporter of the rescue and dogs!! Putting
up with my calls…. Oh yeah and showing
up at your home with a sick Mia!!!! I am
lucky to have met you and have your
support in my crazy life!

Candace…. Well for being my
Sanity. ? if there is such a thing!??

**Sorry Dr. P. I have no fun
pictures of you!!

